Concentrated Exercise

**BREATHING**

1. **Play (Andante)**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   a. **Hold Breath**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   b. **Hold Breath Out**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   c. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   d. **Breathe-Out**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   e. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   f. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   g. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   h. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   i. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

2. **pp**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   a. **Breathe-Out**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   b. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   c. **Out**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   d. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   e. **Out**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   f. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   g. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   h. **Out**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   i. **In**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

   j. **Out**
   - Music notation shown with musical staff and notes.

A: Do the same on other strings.